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Psychopathy Within offers a new way of conceptualizing and defining psychopathy that is a
convergence of the author&apos;s divergent professional experiences as a forensic psychologist
and a Jungian-oriented psychotherapist and her personal life experiences over decades as a
Jungian student and analysand.When her father died, the story of his life and their relationship
ignited her curiosity about the meaning of psychopathy, enriching and amplifying what she already
felt she knew from a wide range of experiences, study, and observations. The result is an invitation
to explore this charged topic, psychopathy, with a new perspective that holds the potential for
growth and healing. At the heart of the story is the power of eros- the devastating ramifications of its
absence and the tremendous healing energy of its presence.
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Great in depth analysis of author herself and deceased father via Jungian Psychology. Dr. Maram
weaves her own experience as a forensic specialist in the criminal justice system then integrates
ICD descriptions / charts while looking at them more on a "sliding scale" than a label that corners

and defines our behavior, mostly in a negative way for the rest of our lives. Noting how little
difference there is between a person incarcerated and one that could be one of our peers. Very
thought provoking and reflective of our society as a whole.

There was a lot of interesting information in this book. I did have a hard time making it through the
first 2 chapters, but only because I felt these were the chapters the author was coming to terms with
her issues and working on her self healing. Great for her, but kind of boring for me. It was interesting
learning of some of these notions on psychopathy. One of which is that psychopaths are a
"subgroup of humans", an evolutionary change for species survival.(interesting thought) Very
thought provoking read on how we look at others and compare them to known others and even
self.I also liked how the author pointed out the "flatness" of electronic media. People may not be
able to afford food or education, but can sure have a phone for texts and internet. Allowing for the
spread of un-informed opinions through the masses causing unnecessary hysteria. In short this
book reminds us that we're all crazy but at varying degrees. It's the ones at the far end of the scope
you gotta watch out for.

Although the author's explanation rests heavily on the work of Guggenbhul-Graig The Emptied Soul:
On the Nature of the Psychopath (Classics in Archetypal Psychology), she adds a personal touch
and insight from a Jungian perspective on psychopathy. Like most Jungians the author shows that
one must also look inwards for our own "psychopath". Thus, this book assists in understanding the
mind of the psychopath but it also helps to see the psychopath within. A good book to have.

What a refreshing perspective on the concept of psychopathy! As a practitioner in a mental health
facility, I find this book incredibly interesting and very applicable to my case conceptualization of
clients. Dr. Eve Maram truly demonstrates a well-rounded and thoughtful approach to this topic, and
intelligently supports her findings in a way that is easily absorbed and understood. I really
appreciated her fusion of personal and professional experience, through the lens of the Jungian
model as a way of describing psychopathy. Any professional in the mental health field cannot miss
the opportunity to read this!!! Especially those working with high risk populations. Great find!!!!!
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